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QUESTION 1

For non-SXA websites, why is it recommended to avoid setting presentation details directly on new content items? 

A. Defining presentation details on standard values ensures all the fields related to an item\\'s presentation are
configured for access by content creators. 

B. Sitecore does not allow presentation details to be changed at the content-item level, so they must be set and edited
from the standard values of templates. 

C. It allows all content items made from the same template to have the same presentation details by default and
eliminates additional work during content creation. 

D. It forces a prompt to appear when newcontent items are created so Content Authors can finalize the presentation
details for the new content items. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A company you develop for wants to temporarily change the design for their main page for a company anniversary
celebration. Because this will be a specific version of the main page that is published for a specific period, which
Sitecore feature enables you to accomplish this change while easily allowing you to revert to the original design? 

A. Final layouts 

B. Shared layouts 

C. Restricted layouts 

D. Versioned layouts 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which four statements are true about developing with the SitecoreASP.NET Core Rendering SDK? (Choose four.) 

A. It enables the Content Delivery instance to handle all of the development workload. 

B. It allows you to createindependent applications that render Sitecore content. 

C. It helps you build small, lightweight .NET Core applications for Sitecore. 

D. It enables you to remove ASP.NET from your solution. 

E. It allows you to extend Sitecore pipelines using .NET Core. 

F. It depends on the Sitecore Layout Service. 

G. It enables you to preview your code changes without having to restart the Sitecore environment. 
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Correct Answer: BCFG 

 

QUESTION 4

A team member incorrectly entered their password several times when attempting to log in to Sitecore and is now
locked out of their account. What can you do to unlock this user? 

A. Go to theUser Manager, select the user, and click Edit to update user settings. 

B. Go to the Security Editor, select the user, and update their access rights to Sitecore. 

C. Go to the User Manager, select the user, and click Change password to unlock the user\\'s account by resetting their
password. 

D. Go to the User Manager, select the user, and click Unlock in the navigation ribbon. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When creating your containerized Sitecore environment with Docker, for the ease of launching the containers, which two
files are recommended? (Choose two.) 

A. clean.ps1 

B. docker-compose.yml 

C. compose.yml 

D. .env 

E. docker.exe 

Correct Answer: BD 
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